The OnBase Cloud
What is an ECM Cloud?

For many years enterprise content management (ECM) has
been an established and integral part of any organization’s
information management strategy. A relatively new, but now
well understood, arrival to that same strategic table is the
concept of “The Cloud.” But how do the two combine? What
is an ECM Cloud?

This infographic illustrates what an “ECM Cloud” can look
like by showing how the OnBase Cloud, OnBase by Hyland’s
ECM Cloud solution, provides organizations with the security,
flexibility, and comprehensive functionality of ECM – but in
the cloud.

Why Trust the OnBase Cloud?
Experience

Store All of Your Content

OnBase customers have been keeping content in the cloud
for more than ten years.

The ECM Cloud is about storing all sorts of content –
from the typical image files and PDFs, right through to
html, video and audio files.
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Access to Your Information and Processes

Security

The ECM cloud is about being easy to use - providing users
with access to the information they need wherever they
happen to be and on whatever device they are using.

Did we mention that the OnBase Cloud is secure?

Flexible & Scaleable
The ECM Cloud offers users scalability and flexibility, providing the smallest organizations access to the same world-leading
ECM solutions as the large ones – and allowing their ECM solution to grow as they do.

Smallest Customer <1GB
Largest Customer >69TB
All OnBase Cloud Customers >364TB
Infinity

Not Just Storage
The OnBase Cloud doesn’t just provide web-based access to content. It enables your organization to perform each of the six key
aspects of any successful ECM deployment – capture, access, measure, process, store and integrate. These are the six pillars
upon which every OnBase solution is built. Because exactly the same software is used in the OnBase Cloud, users get full
access to all of the award-winning OnBase functionality.
The OnBase Cloud is all of OnBase – in the cloud.
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The OnBase Cloud is Your ECM Cloud.
Learn more at OnBase.com/Cloud »
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